
An intelligent communications 
solution for education

K-12 and higher education can spend less time on getting 
messages out, more time on core competencies

A Cleo Streem solution is a complete messaging platform that improves the 
 way institutions move and gather data. By enabling cost-effective — and cost-
cutting — desktop faxing, Cleo Streem is the solution for your indispensable fax-
based workflows.

More than a fax solution, Cleo Streem stands apart in the marketplace enabling 
schools to improve multiple messaging methods. Whether sending one message 
to a large group or an interactive, personalized message to one person, the Cleo 
Streem technology allows institutions to reach their audience via phone, email, 
text, or fax. IT departments that have done their homework know that the Cleo 
Streem product is a versatile, well-rounded solution for education.
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Contact Us

To learn more about how 
Cleo Streem can help you, 
contact Cleo today or visit us 
online at www.cleo.com.



How Cleo Streem can Improve Fax Workflows for Education

 • Tie all your multifunction devices together to create a centralized communications 
platform, providing substantial cost savings, security, and convenience.

 • A centrally controlled database helps make enterprise-wide contact maintenance and 
editing quick and easy.

 • Allow inbound faxes to arrive directly into a recipient’s inbox, a network folder, or 
a document management system. Still need a hard copy? Cleo Streem can integrate 
with multifunction devices to receive those as well.

 • Manual outbound faxing wastes employees’ time and increases the cost of 
consumables. By automating the workflow, companies can trim the hard and soft 
costs incurred for their critical fax communications.

Possible Uses for Cleo Streem Notification Features

School and campus-wide alerts: Notify students and staff of school, building or 
campus closings, class cancellations or special events with minimal effort from staff.

Voice surveys: Deliver interactive surveys to parents, students, administrators, staff or 
vendors in a timely, cost-effective fashion. See real-time feedback on reports generated 
upon completion of the survey so you can act quickly on the gathered data.

Critical alerts: Alert staff, campus security, police and first responders in the event of 
an emergency.

General information alerts: Inform staff of key events and operational status 
changes. Update students on schedule or assignments modifications. Notify alumni or 
prospective students of upcoming events.

Automated professor or staff callback: Automatically notify a qualified pool or 
substitute professors or staff of positions with a call that prompts them to accept or 
decline the assignment. Responses are logged and reported to HR in real-time.

Automate phone trees: Facilitate immediate staff callouts for quick, efficient crew 
assembly.
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About Cleo

Companies need 
to move data both 
within their enterprise 
and beyond. They 
want to view data 
insights and act with 
informed decisions. 
Cleo makes it easy! 
With more than 35 
years of experience 
and more than 
100,000 proven and 
tested installations 
worldwide, Cleo offers 
enterprise integration 
software solutions that 
are exceptionally easy 
to install and use. Cleo 
solutions handle the 
most comprehensive 
requirements of 
enterprise and multi-
enterprise integration 
and include a library 
of over 800 pre-
configured secure 
connections to speed 
your implementation. 
Cleo has solutions 
for enterprise data 
integration, enterprise 
managed file transfer, 
secure file sharing, 
and interactive 
engagement.


